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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), MARGHERITA: 

TINSUKIA 

G.R. CASE NO: 779 OF 2012 

U/Sec 380/34 OF IPC 

STATE OF ASSAM 

.……… PROSECUTOR 

-Vs.- 

1) DEEP JYOTI MAZUMDER 

S/O: LATE ATAL BIHARI MAZUMDER 

ADDRESS: LACHIT NAGAR, DIGBOI 

P.S. DIGBOI, DIST: TINSUKIA, ASSAM 

2) DEEPAK GARH 

S/O: LATE DIL PRASAD GARH 

ADDRESS: LACHIT NAGAR, DIGBOI 

P.S. DIGBOI, DIST: TINSUKIA, ASSAM 

.......……ACCUSED 

PRESENT: SALEH AHAMMAD, LL.M. AJS 

SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), MARGHERITA, 

TINSUKIA 

FOR THE STATE:  Mr. BAPPA PURKAYASTHA, LEARNED ASST.PP 

FOR THE ACCUSED: Mrs. REETU BORUAH BORAH, LEARNED DEFENCE COUNSEL 

CHARGE FRAMED ON:  22/05/13 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 14/09/13, 24/12/13, 23/07/15 & 06/11/17 

ARGUMENT HEARD ON: 08/04/2019 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: 23/04/2019  

JUDGMENT: 

1. The genesis of this case had its roots with the lodging of the First Information Report 

(in short as FIR) wherein the informant has alleged that on 24/12/12 the Lenovo 

laptop of BISWAJIT DAS who was staying at the rented house of the informant and 
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the said boy was a student of R.D. COLLEGE. The said laptop was stolen by some 

unknown person. Later on, it came to light that the accused persons had stolen the 

laptop. The cost of the laptop is Rs. 35,000/-. Thereby he lodged the FIR. The 

criminal law was set in motion with the lodging of the FIR. 

2. In this case the O/C of DIGBOI PS registered as DIGBOI PS case No. 243/2012  

U/sec 380 of IPC and the case was entrusted to S.I. PRAMOD BORAH for 

investigation and finally after completion of investigation the charge sheet was 

submitted by him against the accused persons U/sec 380 of IPC.  

3. In this case the accused person was arrested and forwarded to court. Thereafter it 

was the court of my learned predecessor who had released the accused persons on 

personal bonds. The charge sheet was filed in this case and it was the court of my 

learned predecessor who took cognizance of the offence. As per section 207 of CrPC 

& the charge U/sec 380/34 of IPC was read over and explained to the accused 

persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. In this case the 

prosecution has adduced as many as 4 PW’s to prove the case. In this case the 

statements of the accused are hereby recorded and their pleas are of total denial. 

The defence does not want to adduce any DW’s from their side. 

4.  I have heard arguments of the learned defence counsel and the learned Addl. P.P. I 

have perused the evidence on record and scrutinized the evidence on record. 

5.  After hearing both sides the following are determined point of determination. 

POINT OF DETERMINATION 

POINT OF DETERMINATION NO 1: 

Whether the accused persons in furtherance of common intention on 24/12/12 

had committed the theft LENOVO LAPTOP which belongs to one of the student of 

R.D. college and who was staying at the rented house of the informant and it was 

without her consent of the owner of the Laptop which is a place of human 

dwelling & thereby committed an offence u/s 380/34 of IPC? 

Discussion, Decision and Reasons there on: 

6. PW1 in her evidence has deposed that she is the informant of this case. She knows 

the accused person. On 24/11/12 at 8:00 P.M. the incident took place. She was not 

there at home and she went outside. She was informed by JURI SONUWAL, one of 

her tenant that the thief entered into the house through window and thereby had 

committed theft of one laptop from the rented house. She lodged the FIR on 

26/12/12. EXT 1 is the FIR, EXT 1(1) IS HER SIGNATURE. When Biswajit Das went to 
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call the accused persons that she called them they fled away. The Laptop belonged 

to Biswajit Das. When the accused fled away she suspected the accused and lodged 

the FIR.  

7. During her cross examination she stated that the father of DIPAK GARH was the 

watchman of their paddy field. The parents of DIPAK GARH are staying in their land 

for about 25/30 years. She didn’t saw the occurrence. The stolen laptop was not 

recovered from the accused persons. The suggestions put forward are of total denial.  

8. PW2 in his evidence has deposed that he knows the informant and the accused 

BISWAJIT MAZUMDER. He couldn’t recognize the other accused person. He was at 

his home. A student of R.D COLLEGE who stays at his home and his laptop was 

stolen. It was JURI SONUWAL who had informed him about the theft. They lodged 

the FIR. When BISWAJIT went to the house of DIPAK GARH and at that time along 

with DIPAK, Biswajit also fled away. On the next day police came and on the next 

day they lodged the FIR.  

9. During his cross examination he stated that the father of the accused DIPAK was 

cultivating in his land and because of it he knows him. He didn’t know who had 

stolen the laptop of BISWAJIT DAS.  

10. PW3 in his evidence has deposed that he didn’t know the accused person. The 

laptop of his friend was stolen. They suspected a person who was nearby. He and 

some of his friends went to the house of that person. He ran away. The door was 

closed and when they opened the door he ran away from the back door.  

11. During his cross examination he stated that he had not seen the theft. The 

suggestion put forward are of total denial.  

12. PW4 in his evidence has deposed that he knows the informant and BISWAJIT DAS. 

He didn’t know the other accused person. He was studying at R.D. College. At the 

relevant time the laptop of BISWAJIT was missing from his room.  

13. During his cross examination he stated that at the time of incident he was in his 

room. He didn’t saw how the incident took place. There are many paying guest 

house near the said locality. The suggestion put forward are of total denial.  

I have heard the arguments of the learned Asst.PP & the learned defence 

counsel. 

14.  This is a case whereby the accused persons stand for trial for an offence u/sec 380 

of IPC. It is also apparent that the prosecution has to bring to light the ingredients of 

section 380 of IPC but in this case there is no such eye witness who had seen the 

occurrence. PW3 & PW4 didn’t know about the occurrence. There is not a single 
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witness who had seen the commission of the offence. It has also been admitted by 

PW1 that she suspected the accused persons in the commission of the theft. This 

makes it clear that the informant had lodged this case only on the basis of suspicion. 

A person cannot be convicted if the said person has been suspected. It has also been 

admitted by PW1 that there was no recovery of laptop from the hands of the accused 

persons. It has been admitted by PW2 that he didn’t know who committed the theft 

of the laptop of BISWAJIT DAS. However, the prosecution side has failed to adduce 

the evidence of other PW’S despite its best efforts.  

15. This court has also taken into consideration the statement of the accused person’s 

u/sec 313 of CrPC wherein their pleas are of total denial.  

16. Hence, it appears that there is doubt in the story of the prosecution and the 

prosecution has failed to prove the case against the accused person beyond 

reasonable doubt.  

17. The golden rule that runs through the web of civilized criminal jurisprudence is that 

an accused is presumed to be innocent unless he is found guilty of the charged 

offence. Presumption of innocence is a human right as envisaged under Art.14 (2) of 

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966. Art.11(1) of the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 also provides that any charged with 

penal offences has a right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to 

law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence. 

18.  In the case of V. D. Jhingan Vs. State of Uttar Pradesh AIR 1966 SC 17621 

the hon’ble supreme court has held that It is also the cardinal rule of our criminal 

jurisprudence that the burden in the web of proof of an offence would always lies 

upon the prosecution to prove all the facts constituting the ingredients beyond 

reasonable doubt. If there is any reasonable doubt, the accused is entitled to the 

benefit of the reasonable doubt.  

19. A person has, no doubt, a profound right not to be convicted of an offence which is 

not established by the evidential standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt.  

20. In the light of above discussions and reasons I am of the opinion that the 

prosecution has failed to prove the case against the accused persons beyond 

reasonable doubt u/sec 380/34 of IPC and hence the accused persons deserves to be 

acquitted of the charge leveled against them.    

 

ORDER 

                                                           
1
 AIR 1966 SC 1762 
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 In view of the above discussions and reasons mentioned above I am of the 

opinion that the prosecution has failed to prove the case against the accused 

persons beyond reasonable doubt U/sec 380/34 of IPC and hence they are 

hereby acquitted from this case and thereby set at liberty. 

Make necessary entry in the Judgment register. 

The seized article be disposed of as per procedure of law and be handed over to 

the actual owner.  

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 23rd day of APRIL, 2019 at 

MARGHERITA COURT. 

SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), 

MARGHERITA, TINSUKIA 

APPENDIX: 

WITNESSES FROM THE PROSECUTION SIDE: 

PW1: DEEPALI DIHINGIA  

PW2: GULAB CH. DIHINGIA 

PW3: HIRAK JYOTI BURAGOHAIN  

PW4: SEKHAR RANJAN PHUKAN  

WITNESSES FROM THE DEFENCE SIDE:    NIL 

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:   

EXT 1 IS THE FIR 

EXT 1(1) IS THE SIGNATURE OF PW1 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS:     NIL 

 

SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), 

MARGHERITA, TINSUKIA 

 

 

  

 


